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FASHION

The truth
of Cate’s style

6 That deep V neckline is
serious stu�, but playful
pockets lend a laid-back

feeling to Blanchett’s Schiapa-
relli dress. The actress kept her
hair up, yet soft, for the Truth
gala screening at the BFI Lon-
don Film Festival Oct. 17. Plus,
we love those Roger Vivier
“Dorsay Pailettes” pumps.

5 Shimmering
fabric and a 
drapey cut make

Blanchett look regal in
this stunning Esteban
Cortazar gown. The
white contrast pip-
ing keeps all eyes 

on her fabulous figure,
which cut a swath 

down the red carpet at a
screening of Carol for the BFI 
London Film Festival Oct. 14.

4More proof that Blan-
chett knows how to
have fun with fashion:

this Givenchy ensemble she
donned for a photocall Oct. 14
in London. Sticking to a black

and white palette keeps the
look from going overboard,
and besides, her smile
says it all.

3 A plunging
neckline,
but with a

sheer lace overlay
that casts designs

on her arms and
décolleté: The

gorgeous Aouadi
Paris dress was

the perfect
choice for the
New York Film
Festival pre-

miere of Carol Oct. 9
in New York.

2 Proving that
a classic
black tux

never goes out of
style: Blanchett in
this borrowed-
from-the-boys
Saint Laurent by
Hedi Slimane suit
Oct. 8 in New York.
A sheer blouse and
sharp stilettos
keep it sexy and
feminine.

1 Curled hair and a bit of
color in the form of a floral
print bring out Blanchett’s

softer side while allowing her to
stay true to her fashionista roots.
The actress is gorgeous in a Gior-
gio Armani gown at a screening of
Truth at the Museum of Modern
Art Oct. 7 in New York.

7 Embellished details
around the shoul-
ders and a mock

turtleneck add interest to
this white sheath Alexander
McQueen gown. And her
bright blue award at the BFI
London Film Festival Oct. 17

adds the perfect finishing
touch.
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Cate Blanchett is known for her
fashion-forward style, so it’s always
a visual treat when the actress
makes the movie-promotion
rounds. Most recently, she’s been
out and about for Carol and Truth.
USA TODAY’s Cindy Clark takes a
look at her latest cutting-edge looks.


